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Discover the most exciting fishing experiences in the world. 

 

Ultimate Fishing Adventures takes you on a remarkable journey 

visiting 100 destinations from Alaska to New Zealand. There's 

every sort of angling from the grace of fly-fishing to epic 

offshore battles. 

 

Remarkable full-page images bring each fishing adventure to life 

in this stunning coffee-table book.  Written to inspire and excite -

 though there's plenty of information on the fish you'll find and the best way to catch 

them. Turn the pages to go on a voyage of discovery from secret African rivers to 

idyllic tropical islands. Fight with monsters of the deep in Australia or get set for 

superb sport in the USA. There's plenty to delight and excite in and around Britain 

and Europe. 
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Anglers of all sorts will treasure this inspirational collection of the world's most 

exceptional fishing adventures. 

 

This is a must for anyone who loves to fish. 

 

Take a look inside the book at www.wileynautical.com/ultimatefishingadventures 

 

Henry Gilbey is a fishing writer, photographer, TV presenter and consultant. Henry 

photographs all kinds of fishing from all around the world. He writes and photographs 

for numerous publications including The Field, Sea Angler, Trout Fisherman, The 

Times and Trout and Salmon. He presents Wild Fishing and Fishing on the Edge on 

the Discovery Channel. 

 
Published by Wiley Nautical 

Publication date: September 2012 
	  
ENDS// 
 
About Wiley Nautical: 
Formerly known as Fernhurst Books, Wiley Nautical was created in 2006. It publishes more 
than 150 sailing, boating, surfing and diving titles. It is part of John Wiley & Sons, Inc, the 
global publishing house founded in 1807 that has been a valued source of information and 
understanding for over 200 years. 
www.wileynautical.com 
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